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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY � BUNBURY SITTING 
Arrangements � Motion 

MR R.F. JOHNSON (Hillarys � Leader of the House) [12.08 pm]: I move � 

That unless otherwise ordered, this house adopts the following arrangements for the sitting of the 
Legislative Assembly in Bunbury in 2009 � 

(1) Subject to an appropriate proclamation being issued by the Governor, the Legislative 
Assembly will sit in the Bunbury Regional Entertainment Centre on Tuesday, 20 October 2009 
from 2.00 pm and on Wednesday, 21 October 2009 from 9.00 am. 

(2) The stage of the Bunbury Regional Entertainment Centre will be the meeting chamber, the 
auditorium will be regarded as chamber galleries, and the whole of the building and temporary 
structure, to be used for educational purposes, will be regarded as parliamentary precincts. 

(3) The Leader of the House will provide to the Clerk by 12 noon on Tuesday, 13 October 2009, 
for distribution to members, a schedule of government business to be considered on the 
following Tuesday and Wednesday. 

(4) Private members will provide to the Clerk by 11.00 am on Monday, 19 October 2009, for 
distribution to members, a schedule of private members� business to be considered on the 
following Wednesday. 

(5) Questions without notice will be taken on the Tuesday after prayers, petitions, papers, notices 
of motion and brief ministerial statements and on the Wednesday at 2.00 pm. 

(6) A matter of public interest under Standing Order 145 may be taken after questions without 
notice on the Tuesday if notice of the proposed matter is provided to the Clerk by 11.00 am on 
Monday, 19 October 2009. 

(7) Private members� business will have precedence on the Wednesday, 21 October from 3.20 pm 
to 4.50 pm and government business will have precedence at other times. 

(8) Members� statements under Standing Order 147 will be taken on the Tuesday at 5.50 pm and 
on the Wednesday at 4.50 pm. 

(9) Statements of up to five minutes may be made by the Premier, the Leader of the Opposition, 
and the Leader of the National Party after members� statements on the Wednesday. 

(10) In relation to any procedural matter arising as a result of the Bunbury sitting and not 
adequately dealt with under the standing orders, the Legislative Assembly acknowledges that 
the Speaker will issue an appropriate ruling to resolve the matter to the extent necessary and 
possible. 

(11) Standing orders are suspended accordingly to the extent necessary to effect these 
arrangements.  

I will just say a few words to the motion I have moved. This motion sets in place similar arrangements that were 
used in previous regional Parliaments in both Albany and Geraldton. These arrangements certainly worked very 
well in both Albany and Geraldton. The special notice period for motions and bills takes into account the 
unavailability to members of the full range of resources and back-up they usually have in Parliament House here 
in Perth. The government must give a week�s notice of any business it wants to discuss, and opposition and other 
members must give two days� notice if they wish to have a matter debated as private members� business or as a 
matter of public interest. Obviously this will allow distribution of the necessary documentation to all members, 
as of course members will be in different accommodation and will not have permanent offices. There will be two 
periods for 90-second statements, one on each day. The speaking times will not be modified by this order, but I 
would expect members to be generally considerate and give all members who wish to speak an opportunity to do 
so. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: And you will set an example in that regard! 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Absolutely! I will set a perfect example, I assure the Leader of the Opposition. 
If members keep their comments to 10, 15 or 20 minutes maximum duration, a large number of members will be 
able to make a contribution, which of course is important for members at a regional sitting of the Parliament. 
There will be a community function hosted by the Speaker at 5.30 pm on Monday, 19 October at the Barbados 
Lounge Bar and Restaurant, which I am sure all members, their friends and guests would love to attend. 
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Dr K.D. Hames: Very kind of him! 
Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Yes, it is very kind of the Speaker. We appreciate your hospitality, Mr Speaker. 
There will also be a regional student Parliament on Thursday, 22 October, which members are obviously also 
welcome to attend. Obviously, therefore, members will be sitting in Bunbury during that week. I think it will be 
an exciting time for the people in Bunbury to see how Parliament works, and I am sure everybody will be on 
their best behaviour and will set an example of how Parliament should operate and how members should behave 
themselves and conduct themselves. I therefore commend the motion to the house, Mr Speaker. 

MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham) [12.12 pm]: The opposition is pleased to agree to this motion. I had a 
meeting with the manager of opposition business and the Leader of the National Party a couple of weeks ago 
and � 
Mr R.F. Johnson: Hang on; you are the manager of opposition business! You met with yourself, did you? 
Mr M. McGOWAN: I am sorry. 
Mr R.F. Johnson: I bet that was an interesting conversation! 
Mr E.S. Ripper: There was unanimous agreement! 
Mr R.F. Johnson: I bet there was! 
Mr M. McGOWAN: I met with the manager of government business and the Leader of the National Party and 
yourself, Mr Speaker, to thrash out the details of the sitting in Bunbury. It was a very amicable meeting. I think 
we were in agreement on virtually everything. Our experience with regional sittings commenced in 2004 with 
the first regional sitting in Albany. It was appropriate that the Parliament went to Albany. Geoff Gallop was very 
keen on the first sitting in Albany for a very good historical reason; that is, 2004 was the 175th anniversary of 
European settlement in Western Australia and because Albany played a historic role. Even though it was not the 
175th anniversary of the Albany settlement�which of course took place three years prior to the 175th anniversary 
of the Rockingham settlement in Western Australia�it seemed appropriate that, considering Albany�s historic 
role in our state�s establishment, or the modern European establishment of our state, we said that we would meet 
there. The Parliament sat in Albany. It was very successful and I thought it went quite well in the historic town 
hall of Albany in 2004.  

The second regional sitting of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament was in Geraldton in 2006. I recall in 
2004 as well that the Legislative Council went to Kalgoorlie. I am unaware of how successful that was, but I do 
not think the Legislative Council has since gone bush again. I am not exactly sure, but I do not think it has. It 
might be better therefore that the Council stay where it is and we head off into the wilds of Western Australia to 
show how Parliament might operate. 

Mr R.F. Johnson: Should operate! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I did not think the sitting in Geraldton was quite as successful as the sitting in Albany, 
perhaps because it was not the first one and perhaps the venue was not quite as good. I thought the historic 
nature of the venue in Albany made it a better sitting and perhaps more memorable. The sitting in Geraldton in 
the hall there, as I said, was not as good and it did not appear to me to be as well attended as the sitting that took 
place in Albany. 

I think it is appropriate that we have a regional sitting of Parliament once a term. Once we have done these three 
sittings�Kalgoorlie had a sitting of Parliament as well�it makes me wonder whether it is necessary to have a 
sitting in the next term of Parliament and where the Parliament might go. We might just analyse how successful 
the Bunbury sitting is before we make that decision to go bush again in the next term of the Parliament after this 
one. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: I can�t persuade you that we should go to Nyabing then? 

Dr E. Constable: Where? 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I am dumbstruck by that one! That is a wonderful idea. I would perhaps suggest 
Rockingham as an appropriate place for the Parliament to proceed to ahead of Nyabing. However, we could 
certainly put Nyabing on the long-term plan and perhaps in the year 2586 the Parliament might consider 
Nyabing. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I am sure the member for Belmont will still be here in 2586! 

Mr R.F. Johnson: Will he still be the Leader of the Labor Party? 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Where was I at? I do think that we need to consider whether or not we go to the country 
again after the Bunbury sitting; whether or not it is necessary in the following term; and which venue we may 
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well go to. I think going to Bunbury is a good idea because, as members have said, it is the second-largest city in 
Western Australia. If Mandurah is incorporated into the metropolitan area, it is the second-largest city in 
Western Australia. It has a huge catchment. 

Mr D.A. Templeman: You said Mandurah was in the metropolitan area! You�ll keep! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I may end up voting against this motion the way I am going at the moment! 

Mr E.S. Ripper: So far you�ve insulted Nyabing and Mandurah! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Ha-ha! I am not sure that I am going to support this motion any more! It may well be 
something on which the Whip would call a division and I would be on one side and everyone else would be on 
the other! 

I think there may well be a higher level of attendance in Bunbury than there was in Geraldton because of the size 
of the catchment for Bunbury, and that will be a good thing. The venue is reasonable. It is not as historic, 
obviously, as the venue in Albany. Perhaps it will not have that historic feel that the venue in Albany had; 
however, knowing Bunbury as well as I do, it is probably the best venue in Bunbury for the Parliament to go. 

The timetabled schedule of proceedings is reasonable. It is a little disappointing that it is only a two-day sitting 
rather than a three-day sitting, and we will have the regional student Parliament of course on the third day. I 
recall that is what we did in Geraldton and Albany. I have thought about whether we should have a third day�s 
sitting but I think having a student Parliament on the third day is not a bad idea. Perhaps we could have had three 
days� of sitting and then the student Parliament on the fourth day, the Friday. However, there may be logistic 
issues about getting the staff and ourselves back to Perth and set up for the following week, if indeed we are 
sitting the following week. There may be issues of that nature in relation to that. I accept that the two-day sitting 
is reasonable. As members have indicated in relation to how we might perform in Bunbury, members need to be 
parsimonious with the time they use in the house, as a lot of members will want to have a go. If people speak for 
too long, there will not be capacity for many members to have their say, so I think we need to self-regulate, 
perhaps on both sides, how long people take to say what they have to say. I expect that members who represent 
the region, particularly the member for Collie-Preston, who will have much to say while he is there, and I expect 
the member for Bunbury will also want to have a bit of a starring role, probably should be accommodated so that 
those two stars of the Parliament get their opportunity to shine when we are in their part of the world. Both the 
member for Bunbury and the member for Collie-Preston represent parts of greater Bunbury, so it would be 
appropriate that they have some accommodation in that regard. 

Mr R.F. Johnson: Perhaps we should have an unofficial clock for speech times�say, 10 minutes for each 
person. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I have often tried to implement that with the Leader of the Opposition; it does not work 
too well in trying to give him some guidance on how long he should speak. 

Dr G.G. Jacobs: What about you last night? 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I find it incredible that the minister says that. If he wants me to go into the waste bill right 
now, I will!  

I have tried to implement that with members before; some are like those people whom we tell that the party is 
due to start at 7.00 pm, when it will really start at 7.30 pm, so that they might be there at 7.30 pm. If we ask 
members to speak for five minutes, we know that some members will speak for 10 minutes. Perhaps we should 
have a five-minute rule and then we will know members will end up speaking for 10 minutes. However, in any 
event the opposition is supportive and it should be interesting. 

I think we will need to carefully analyse how well the regional sitting goes to determine whether we do it again 
and how soon we do it again. I am sure other communities would like to have a regional Parliament but it is a 
matter of whether the cost is worth it, and we will need to look at the attendance. I did not think the attendance in 
Geraldton was particularly good, so I urge the people who are organising the regional sitting to go to some 
lengths to advertise it widely to try to get as many people as possible present to be a part of the democratic spirit. 
I doubt there are many countries around the world that send their Parliament out to regional areas to have 
parliamentary sittings. I know other states around Australia do, and I know Queensland has done it. We may well 
have pioneered it here in Western Australia, but I am not too sure about that. However, I know Victoria and 
Queensland have done it. I doubt there are many places around the world that have regional sittings. I think a lot 
of Western Australians have perhaps not quite natural apathy, but a degree of cynicism about what we do. 
However, the fact that we go to these lengths to take representative democracy to the people should be widely 
advertised and people should understand that this is their chance to come and see it. If people want to come to 
Bunbury, they will find us all wandering the streets and doing all the things that Bunbury people do�hanging 
out at the Barbados Lounge Bar, visiting the magnificent Back Beach that the former government put in place, 
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visiting the magnificent new library that the former government was involved in putting in place, and travelling 
down the magnificent new freeway that the former government built for the people of Bunbury. All those things 
are available for people to use and I suppose that if they wander around the streets of Bunbury, they will run into 
us. I think it is a good opportunity for us to show that we are flesh and blood and merely ordinary people like 
everyone else. Therefore, on that note I encourage the people of the south west to take advantage of the 
opportunity presented to them to come and participate in a great democratic event. 

The SPEAKER: Notwithstanding the possibility that sometime in the future we might propose that the regional 
Parliament sit in Nyabing, and although I have to remain silent on these things, I appreciate where the Leader of 
the Opposition is coming from and has come from, as well.  

Question put and passed. 
 


